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Step One 
(8 minutes) 

Stand facing each other and
visualize or sense a spiral inside
you coiling from your head to

your genitals. Breathing
through your whole chakra sys-

tem, allow energy to flood
through this spiral from crown
to sex center and from sex cen-
ter to crown. Move and make
sounds if you like, as this spi-
raling breath energizes your

whole body.

Universal Heart Meditation
This meditation originates from Mongolia, where it was cre-
ated by nomadic Tantric adepts to bring about spiritual liber-
ation for individuals, couples and, ultimately, the entire plan-
et. It took at least six hours from start to finish, as they prac-
tised the meditation three times, first alone, then as a couple
and, finally, as part of a group. This version, which has been
adapted for the modern urban lifestyle, lasts one hour. You
can do it alone, with a love partner, or as part of a group. 

The Universal Heart Meditation offers transformation
and healing on a personal and planetary level by helping you
to reconnect to love and to balance your Yin and Yang
aspects. 
If you transform yourself you will begin to transform the

whole of humanity for deep down we are all connected and
part of the same oceanic energy. By making this meditation
available as a CD, I hope to touch as many peple as possible
and bring a flavour of those pure heights of consciousness
into the human collective. 



the third chakra and out through the
fourth. By this time you may be feeling
divinely light-headed. This is part of the
shift in conscious ness and is quite normal
(3 minutes).
Shift your energy again, breathing in

through the fourth chakra and out through
the fifth (3 minutes).
Expanding a little more, breathe in

through the fifth chakra and out through
the sixth (3 minutes).
Next, breathe in through the sixth chakra

and out through the seventh (3 minutes).
When you have completed the chakra

circles, allow the energy to gather at the
crown ready for the next stage.

Step Three (6 minutes)
Feeling the gathered energy above you like
a cloud full of rain, allow it to shower down
on to the top of your head. Feel it flooding
through the inside of your chakra system
and body all the way to your roots. You are
receiving an energy bath of Grace, inside
and out. 

Step Two (21 minutes)
Sit down facing each other. Keep your
mouth relaxed to allow your breath to be
deep and rhythmic. 
Now breathe in through your first

chakra. Allow your breath to rise up to your
belly and breathe out through your second
chakra, creating a circle of energy between
your own male –female aspects. Do not try
to create simultaneous breathing: you will
naturally enter resonance together. As you

both breathe a circle within your
own first and second chakras, the
two circles will start meeting and
feeding into each other to create
an infinity shape, a figure eight,
linking Yin and Yang aspects 
(3 minutes).

When you feel resonance and flow in the
first and second chakras, shift into the sec-
ond and third chakras, breathing in through
the second and out through the third to
create a circle in your own chakras and an
infinity symbol with your partner. Let the
body sway and move to loosen 
up and help you with the breathing 
(3 minutes).
Shift your energy and breathe in through



Step Four (15 minutes)
The shower of energy from above is now
earthed and ready to move into your aura,
connecting your energy bodies with your
chakras. As you take a deep breath in visu-
alize or sense your breath rising up your
back in the aura all the way to the top of
your head. As you breathe out, experience
the breath moving down the front of your
body, linking your auras in the shape of a
heart. 

Continue with this breathing circle. 
Now you are no longer the ones who are
breathing; rather, you are both dissolved
into one heart and are being breathed by
life itself. This one heart continues to
expand, becoming bigger and bigger, until it
fills the whole planet and, eventually, the
cosmos. As you let yourself be dissolved and
overtaken by the Universal Breath of Life,
you become dissolved into love itself. Only
the Universal Heart is, breathing love ad
infinitum.

Step Four, Alone (15 minutes)
If you try this meditation alone, the fourth stage is differ-
ent. Instead of bringing your breath up your back and
down your front to link with your partner’s aura, bring
your in-breath up in your aura on all sides of your body
and allow the out-breath to come down from the top of
your head right through the middle of your body. This will
open you to the heart principle in your energy bodies and
chakras.



Chakra System
The chakras are subtle energy centres
in the body that reflect frequencies of
cosmic energy and communicate with
certain parts of the body. Each energy
centre carries a particular vibration,
colour and message. Six of the
chakras are Yin or Yang in aspect,
while the seventh is beyond duality. 

The Yang chakras in a man are the Root,
Solar Plexus and Throat chakras, the others being Yin.
The Yang chakras in a woman are the Sacral, Heart and
Third Eye chakras, the others being Yin. If the chakras
become imbalanced or reversed in their polarities it dis-
turbs a person’s sense of well being and creates tension in
his or her relationships. This meditation balances the Yin
and Yang aspects of the chakra system, both in the indi-
vidual and between lovers.

Yang Yin

Step Five (10 minutes)
Now lie down backward, holding each other’s feet. Continue softly dissolving into the
universal heart. 
After 10 minutes of silence, just like riding surf to the shore, let yourself be carried gently
in the arms of love back to your normal waking state. As you come back, bring the expan-
sion you have experienced with you into your daily life. 
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The Music
I have been using Bhakta's music for years in my Tantra groups
and people simply love it. His music has a way of being both sen-
suous and meditative, which is a rare accomplishment. This pow-
erful recording, created especially for this meditation, is the result
of the unique combination of Bhakta's deep spiritual experience
and his musical genius. Bravo Bhakta!



Ma Ananda Sarita is a world renowned Tantra Master and author. She spent 
26 years in India diving deeply into personal transformation and meditation
with Osho. She has created numerous experiential groups and trainings to offer
a living Tantra transmission. This CD is one of the meditations she teaches in
her groups. The love and wisdom she shares is an inspiration for people globally
to live their bliss.
For information about Ma Ananda Sarita’s work please check out her websites:
www.ananda-sarita.com, www.tantra-essence.com


